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Dear Readers,
this annual report serves to give you an overview of our work in the past business 
year. The reporting period covers the time from 1 July 2007 to 30 June 2008. ‘Six 
months ago, the world still was alright’, I heard somebody say recently, referring 
to the time before the financial crisis. However, for the majority of people in this 
world, the crisis started a long time before. The international economic order, or 
rather, disorder, gives priority to the goal of profit maximisation, at the cost of 
human rights and labour rights, the fight against starvation and poverty, envi-
ronmental protection and ecology, as well as initiatives to promote fairness and 
sustainability in international trade. The current financial crisis is but another 
facet of an ailing system.
 
In our work, we have been swimming against the tide for more than 30 years. Our tra-
ding partners in Latin America, Africa and Asia are not just business contacts: fre-
quently, the trade relations with them have grown over many years and are based 
on mutual respect, openness and equality. They open promising perspectives for 
thousands of people, whose culture, wealth of ideas, creativity, knowledge and ex-
perience is reflected in their products. It is good to know that also in the past year, 
it was often underlined that our type of trade does make sense. For us, profit is not 
primarily expressed in terms of money: what counts is to be able to have an active 
influence on one’s situation in life and in business, along the principles of social ju-
stice and ecological sustainability – and, to adapt Austrian poet Erich Fried: to help 
prevent the world from remaining as it is – as otherwise it won’t remain at all.

Yours,

A N D R E A  S c h L E h U b E R

EZA Fairer handel is Austria’s largest 
Fair Trade import organisation, loo-
king back at 33 years of experience in 
this field. EZA was founded in 1975 
under the name of EZA Dritte Welt as 
a limited partnership, taking a Dutch 
organisation as an example. EZA’s 
shareholders are A3W Action Third 
World Association (40%), and the 
catholic Men’s Movements of Upper 
Austria (23.33%), Austria (20%) and 
Innsbruck (16.67%).

EZA Fairer Handel GmbH 
Wenger Straße 5
5203 Köstendorf
Tel.  +43 (0)6216 20 200
Fax +43 (0)6216 20 200 999 
office@eza.cc · www.eza.cc 

*)  This definition of Fair Trade was agreed upon in De-
cember 2001 by representatives of FLO (Fair Label-
ling Organisation; www.fairtrade.net), IFAT (Interna-
tional Fair Trade Organisation; www.ifat.org), NEWS! 
(Network of European World Shops; www.worldshops.
org) and EFTA (European Fair Trade Association; www.
eftafairtrade.org).
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blication date: 18 Dec. 2008. Climate-neutral printing on 100% recycling paper, with eco-electricity. Overall CO2 neutralisation achieved goes to a WWF climate protection project in Karnataka, India.

‘Fair Trade is a trading partnership, based on dialogue, 
transparency and respect, that seeks greater equity in 
international trade.
It contributes to sustainable development by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights 
of, marginalised producers and workers – especially in the South.

Fair Trade organisations, backed by consumers, are engaged actively in supporting producers, awareness 
raising and in campaigning for changes in the rules and practice of conventional international trade.*)
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Unsere KundenInnen
Das ist blindtext und sollte die Subline sein.
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A new design for printed materials
Following the redesign programme of EZA’s  product packagings, the reporting period saw an inten-
sification of activities to adopt the new design also in our printed materials. The result is a new 
graphic layout for product information leaflets, for printed information on our partner organisa-
tions and for our newsletter: the former EZA Info newsletter, published since 1978 and providing 
information on the background of our work, has been replaced by its successor, natürlichFAIR. In 
addition, we have started to revise our website.

World Shops conference
Around 120 participants took part in the national World Shops Conference, which was held at Salzburg’s 
Brunauerzentrum from 21 to 23 September 2007. In this context EZA organised an education day 
to introduce the focal country campaign on Bolivia, the basis for which was the traditional EZA 
journey to partner organisations in the South, in which a group of 20 EZA and World Shop staff had 
taken part in spring 2007. 

EZA’s partner organisations and their products were looked at from various angles in order to grasp 
their specific economic, political, social and cultural contexts. In his paper on the historical and 
present situation of Bolivia, Hans Eder shared his profound knowledge of this Latin American 
country. His political analysis was complemented by Antonia Rodriguez, head of the Señor de 
Mayo handicraft association and active member of MAS (Movimiento al Socialismo, the current 
Government party of Bolivia and of President Evo Morales), elected Town Councillor of El Alto 
since October 2007 and committed supporter of Fair Trade, which she understands as a practical 
contribution to more justice in our world. 

In addition to Hans Eder and Antonia Rodriguez, also Gonzalo Mariaca, representing the Jilata han-
dicraft association, and Nicolás Mollo Ramirez of the El Ceibo cocoa cooperative gave lectures at 
the workshops, in which they talked about the history, achievements and current challenges of 
their organisations. Jost Rüegg of Bernrain, a Swiss producer of chocolate, gave a lively picture of 
the way that led to Mascao, the world’s first Fair Trade chocolate, from the difficult beginnings to 
the impressive success of Mascao today. The closing event of the conference was a performance 
of traditional Bolivian dances from the Altiplano to the tropical lowlands.

Information days with 
specific country focuses 
are organised to enhance 
knowhow on EZA’s partner 
organisations and their 
products.
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videos
Three new videos were presented in the context of the World Shop Conference to document EZA’s 
partner organisations and their products: Alpaca – zwischen Tradition und Trend (Alpaca: From 
traditional to trendy); Quinua – Eine Entdeckungsreise zum Wunderkorn der Inka (Quinoa: An 
expedition to the miracle seed of the Inca); and Schokolade – der lange Weg der braunen Bohne 
(Chocolate: The long journey of the brown beans). Manfred Wimmer collected the material for the 
films during his journey to Bolivia and eventually completed the videos in cooperation with EZA, 
to provide visual impressions for the new country focuses. The videos may be rented at EZA and 
the World Shops. 

country focus
The World Shops again showed much interest in EZA’s contribution to the focal country weeks on 
Bolivia. EZA participated in the corresponding activities by holding a preparatory information day, 
providing audio-visual material and decorations and organising a visiting programme for represen-
tatives of the partner organisations who had been invited to Austria. The focal country weeks were 
started with one-week and two-week tours of Austria by Antonia Rodriguez, Gonzalo Mariaca und 
Nicolás Mollo, accompanied by EZA workers, with a total of more than 50 ‘appearances’.
The themes covered ranged from the conditions under which the representatives lived to their pro-
ducts and current developments in Bolivia since Evo Morales, Bolivia’s first indigenous President, 
entered into office in December 2005. This led to a lively discussion about the future of Bolivia, a 
country that has been exploited since the time of colonisation.
 
natürlichFAIR newsletter
The first issue of natürlichFAIR, the successor of the former EZA-Info newsletter in a new design, 
was published in September. The focus of this issue was placed on EZA’s partner organisations in 
Bolivia as well as EZA’s cooperation with the Göttin des Glücks design label and activities in the 
context of the Clean Clothes campaign.

Journey to Thailand and vietnam
In March 2008 EZA again organised a journey for World Shop workers to Fair Trade partner organisa-
tions. This year, the programme was particularly intensive, as two countries were visited: Thailand 
and Vietnam. In Thailand, the Fair Trade delegation was received by Green Net, an organisation 
that promotes small-scale farming on a basis of ecological sustainability and supports farmers by 
marketing their products under fair conditions. EZA has imported the farmers’ traditional fragrant 
Hom Mali rice (also known under the name of Jasmine rice) for 10 years. It was impressive to see the 
approach that the producers are following: the entire working cycle is characterised by a sensible 
use of natural resources. Producing Hom Mali rice for export markets is combined with growing 
rice and food crops for the farmers’ own use.
 

I will carry with me in my heart what I have heard 
and seen here, and I will share it with the people 
at El Ceibo.
Nicolás Mollo Ramirez, El ceibo, during his two-week stay in Austria.

«

The country focuses are 
opportunities for different 

worlds to meet.
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A small group of coconut farmers at Ban Krut, a picturesque village south of Bangkok, also cooperates 
with Green Net. The visit here was an opportunity to learn more about both the harvest work in the 
palm grove and the coconut farmers’ fight for the preservation of an intact environment. As part 
of a committed environmental movement, they put up resistance against plans to expand a steel 
processing plant.

In Vietnam, the travellers were introduced to the work of Craft Link, an organisation with headquar-
ters in Hanoi that focuses on the promotion of Vietnamese handicrafts and Fair Trade. Since 1997 
Craft Link has cooperated with ethnic minorities, workshops at traditional handicraft villages and 
mentally or physically impaired people. The visit to ceramic and bamboo workshops as well as 
the trip to the ethnic minorities of the Hmong and Dao in the mountains of northern Vietnam gave 
an interesting example of this cooperation. The people benefit from regular orders, good prices 
and expert consultancy in new designs, and respect for the creativity of the craftspeople and their 
cultural background.

Focal theme: cotton
In spring 2008 – as in the year before – EZA focused on the theme of cotton. The new collection of 
FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton produced by our partner organisation Craft Aid was presented, 
and a package of information materials for the World Shops was prepared, which included new 
pictures of the production in Mauritius that had been taken when Andrea Stehrer of EZA travelled 
to our partners in February 2008. An additional number of World Shops decided to include in their 
EZA spring collections also products designed by our cooperation partner Göttin des Glücks.

Focal theme: Abessa coffee
In April 2008 EZA’s Abessa coffee from Ethiopia was put on the market. A speciality of high standing 
among connoisseurs of coffee, Abessa is grown in the Sidamo region, according to organic farming 
principles. On the occasion of its launching, EZA organised a seminar for interested persons from 
the World Shops and resellers. Coffee sommelier Nicholas Franze shared interesting facts about 
coffee, and Dessalegn Jena, vice manager of Oromia Union, Ethiopia’s coffee farmers’ organisation, 
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Bolivia meets Austria: Antonia 
Rodriguez (left) and Nicolás 

Mollo, visiting an organic farm 
in the Austrian province of 

Carinthia.
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02
informed the participants on the activities of his association and the significance that coffee has for 
the culture and economic life of his country. Kassaye Adefris, a committed activist in the Fair Trade 
movement who was born in Ethiopia and has lived in the Tyrol for many years, performed an Ethi-
opian coffee ceremony, which fascinated all visitors. In cooperation with AMREF and Salzburg’s 
cinema Das Kino, the film Sweeping Addis by Swiss director Corinne Kuenzli was shown to round 
off the day. In the context of an event in Vienna, Dessalegn Jena presented the new coffee also to an 
audience in Austria’s capital and took time to answer questions by journalists. 

Focal theme: vegetable oils
In the context of launching the new product line  of high-quality vegetable oils, EZA organised a se-
cond seminar in April 2008 in order to communicate to staff of World Shops and other retailers the 
necessary background knowhow about our partner organisations and their products. Hadas Lahav 
of Sindyanna of Galilee, our partner organisation in Israel, came to Austria on this occasion. She 
provided comprehensive information on the conflict in the Middle East and the difficult conditions 
under which Palestinian small farmers in Israel and the occupied territories are producing and 
marketing their goods. Sindyanna understands Fair Trade activities also as political contributions 
to peace, as marginalised Arabic producers are supported, e.g., those in Galilee from whom EZA 
imports its organic olive oil. Amadeus Löw, certified olive oil tester and expert in olive oil as-
sessment, communicated the corresponding product-related knowhow. After his highly interesting 
explanations of quality characteristics and defects the participants were able to acknowledge the 
high quality of Sindyanna’s oil to an even greater extent. From olives, the path led to Nicaragua’s 
sesame, Brazil nuts from Peru’s rain forest and eventually to Morocco, to the liquid gold obtained 
from the seeds of argan trees: Waltraud Rettenbacher, on behalf of EZA, had visited the women’s 
cooperatives where this top quality oil is produced, and reported on her impressions. Susanne Lei-
kermoser, dietician and specialist in TCM and Ayurveda, spoke about the composition of the oils 
from the point of view of nutrition physiology and underlined the special qualities of olive, sesame, 
Brazil nut and argan oils. Her conclusion is: the oils are a natural wealth and a true blessing for the 
human body.

natürlichFAIR newsletter
The main themes of the May 2008 issue  of EZA’s natürlich Fair newsletter included the new Abessa 
coffee; the journey by EZA employee Birgit Calix to coffee farmers’ organisations in Ethiopia; the 
presentation of EZA’s new vegetable oils as well as a report on Craft Aid in Mauritius, our new 
textiles partner.

EZA’s wide range of products 
stands for cultural diversity. 
Olive harvesting in Western 
Galilee (left); Bolivia’s dancing 
culture (right).
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cooperation
By the business year 2007/08 the number of partner organisations with which EZA cooperates rose 
to 139 in approximately 40 countries of Latin America, Africa and Asia. These organisations differ 
with regard to number of members and structures, and they produce different types of products. In 
the handicraft sector, EZA cooperates with both small producers’ associations and socially com-
mitted marketing organisations that collaborate with several groups. With regard to food, priority 
is given to the support of small farmers’ associations. In those cases where our products come from 
plantations – which only applies to a few black and green tea brands – our policy is to ensure that 
the tea pickers and workers benefit from the Fair Trade system and that the workers’ rights are 
respected.

EZA buys part of its products (and almost 100% of handicrafts) directly from the producers, and part 
is supplied by other Fair Trade importers. A central aspect here is to ensure transparent structures 
from the start of the production chain to the retail store and that the producers at the other end of 
the chain profit from the fair trade relations.

Fair networks
EZA is an active member of two large Fair Trade organisations: the European Fair Trade Association 
(EFTA) and the International Fair Trade Association (IFAT). They serve as platforms of exchange 
and cooperation of different actors in the Fair Trade movement, which makes it easier to take joint 
efforts to advance the criteria of Fair Trade and to standardise, monitor and review them. At the 
same time EZA, as a member of these networks, has committed itself to take over and adhere to a 
number of criteria and obligations.

As a member of IFAT, EZA may contribute its experience as a Fair Trade importer, for instance, in the 
context of international meetings. The members of IFAT (import organisations, producers’ organisa-
tions and national World Shop associations) have agreed to undergo a self-assessment process and 
they are obliged to report on their corporate policies. In addition, a system of mutual checks of the 
self-evaluations has been introduced, complemented by external spot checks. The requirements for 
members and the system of compliance checks are continually advanced in a democratic process.

02 OUR  PA RT NERS

The number of people 
who benefit from Fair 
Trade with EZA has 
grown further.
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Regarding producers, at present it is primarily organisations of handicraft producers that have joined 
IFAT. 57% of the handicraft partner organisations of EZA’s is integrated in the IFAT system.

Importers organised in the structure of EFTA are often pioneers of Fair Trade in their countries. EZA 
takes an active part in a number of EFTA bodies, e.g., in the monitoring group, which focuses on 
assistance to and evaluation of partner organisations, especially those that have not been integra-
ted in the two international networks of IFAT or FLO (Fair Labelling Organisation) so far. In the 
reporting period EZA, in cooperation with Germany’s Fair Trade organisation gepa, on behalf of the 
EFTA monitoring group, took over the task to revise the EFTA questionnaire, which is now oriented 
towards the 10 IFAT standards of Fair Trade. This has been a step towards a better harmonisation 
and coordination of the sets of criteria and monitoring systems used by EFTA and IFAT, and it 
will facilitate handling procedures and reduce the workload on the part of partner organisations. 
Another effect that is expected of these efforts is that the 10 IFAT standards will be better known 
and more firmly consolidated among EFTA’s partner organisations, which in turn will contribute to 
awareness-raising and strengthen the position of the Fair Trade philosophy.

EZA also is a licensee of the FAIRTRADE label, which is awarded to a number of products in the food 
sector and also roses, footballs and cotton. It ensures an external control of the Fair Trade criteria by 
the independent international FLO Certification organisation. This means that the partner organi-
sations from which a licensee buys goods must be included in an international producers’ register 
of the Fair Labelling Organisation. Almost 80% of EZA’s food producing partners has been entered 
in the FAIRTRADE register, and also the organisation of the football producers in Pakistan and the 
cotton farmers in India. 

It is essential for us to know who our future partner organisations are and under which general condi-
tions they are living and producing their goods. EZA’s integration in the international and European 
Fair Trade networks makes it easier to gather the necessary information. Within EZA, a partners’ 
committee decides whether a cooperation with a new partner organisation should be embarked 
upon or not. 

Maintaining long-term trade relations is one of the fundamental criteria of Fair Trade, and this is of 
special importance to EZA. Many of our partner organisations have sold their products through 
EZA for many years, and we have supported them throughout this time – not only with regard to 
marketing of products but also in the field of product development, in particular quality and design. 
The fact that today EZA offers a wide range of high quality foodstuffs and handicrafts is a result of 
this support over many years that Fair Trade organisations have provided to their trading partners.

This is a niche to test principles that 
one day could become modules of a new 
international economic order with a 
promising future. 
Wolfgang Sachs (Wuppertal Institute of climate, Environment and Energy) about Fair Trade

«

The FAIRTRADE label 
on numerous EZA 
products ensures an 
external control of 
compliance with the 
FAIRTRADE standards.
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Still, there may be situations that make it impossible for us to continue a trade partnership. After 
evaluating the situation, we had no choice but to officially terminate our trade relations with the 
following partners:
Cerámica por la Paz (Nicaragua, ceramics), Prescraft (Cameroon, musical instruments), Design Inc. 
(Zimbabwe, T-shirts), Viña Chequen (Chile, red wine).

In the reporting period, additional new goods were included in EZA’s product range, which also led 
to the establishment of new trading partnerships. One reason for expanding our trade contacts was 
that the supply in particular of organic cocoa had to be ensured after a sharp rise in the world-wide 
demand for organic and FLO cocoa.

In the reporting period, relations to 11 new partner organisations were established: CSFT (Benin; dried 
pineapples), Cambodian Craft Cooperation (Cambodia; silk scarves), PARC (Palestine, almonds), 
Onda Solidaria (Brazil, textiles), Chogoria Macadamia Nuts Farmers (Kenya; macadamia nuts), 
SAMTFMACS (India; organic coffee), Tunas Indah (Indonesia; organic coffee), CIRSA (Mexico; or-
ganic coffee), COOPROAGRO (Dominican Republic; organic cocoa), COCLA (Peru, organic cocoa), 
FEDECADE (Ecuador, organic cocoa).

visits and journeys
The visits by our partners from the South and journeys by EZA staff to our partner organisations are of 
vital importance for maintaining our trade relations. Direct contacts to partners permit an exchange 
of mutual expectations and discussions on the development of our fair trade relations. 

In the reporting period, EZA staff visited 25 partners in nine countries: they contacted Tara, EMA, 
SASHA and CRC in India, where the development of new handicrafts and selecting new designs 
were focal themes. In Peru and Chile, they saw EZA’s long-standing partners Allpa, Minka, Ciap and 
Pueblos del Sur, specialising in different handicraft fields. In Vietnam, they contacted Craft Link 
and Mai Handicrafts, and the journey to Mauritius served the purpose to intensify our cooperation 
with Craft Aid, our textiles partner.

Another journey brought us to Ethiopia, the country of origin of coffee, where we gathered information 
on potential coffee partner organisations, and eventually a trade partnership was established with 
Oromia Union. In the context of the annual visit to current coffee partner organisations, we travelled 
to FIECH, ISMAM, Paluchen, POSI, Redcafés, Tiemelonla, UCIRI, Yeni Navan and 21 de Septiembre 
in Mexico as well as Certimex, the certification organisation; and to Cecapro and Guaya’b, our coffee 
and honey partners in Guatemala. In Thailand, we had the opportunity to enter into an intensive 
dialogue with rice farmers and coconut planters of the organisation Green Net.

Representatives of the following organisations came to EZA in the reporting period: Alex Hermoso 
(Preda, Philippines), Maria del Carmen De La Fuente (Allpa, Peru), Antonia Rodríguez (Señor de 
Mayo, Bolivia), Gonzalo Mariaca Cori (Jilata, Bolivia), Nicolás Mollo (El Ceibo, Bolivia), Jussara 
Dantas de Souza and Cathi Gross (Coopercuc, Brazil), Gabriel Kamudu (Craft Aid, Mauritius), Noel 
Galindo (ISMAM, Mexico), Swapna Das (EMA, India), Gonzalo Mariaca Cori and Simón Huanca (Ji-
lata, Bolivia), Ana Dalumpines and Genilyn Gaan (Saffy Handicrafts, Philippines), Taurino R. San-
tiago and Martha Juarez (Certimex, Mexico), Inés Villaseñor Salto and Ileana Cordón (Xochiquetzal 
and Crearte, Mexico), Dessalegn Jena (Oromia Union, Ethiopia), Hadas Lahav (Sindyanna of Galilee, 
Israel), Martin Schachner (Chankuap, Ecuador), Augusto Estrella (MCCH, Ecuador), Irani Sen and 
M. Walia (CRC, India), and Mary Tagoe (Kuapa Kokoo, Ghana).

The direct exchange 
with our partner 

organisations is of 
great significance in 

our trade relations.

ANNUAL REPORT 2007/ 08
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In the interest of producers:
 
higher FLO minimum price of coffee
EZA backed the demand of coffee producers included in the FLO register for an increase in the FLO-
fixed minimum price of green coffee. This was corroborated by studies which also indicated the 
need for an adjustment. In view of the massive rise in production costs in the producing countries, 
in particular Mexico, and the fact that the minimum price had not been increased since it had been 
fixed, were important reasons, after the rise in premiums in 2007, to increase also the guaranteed 
minimum price of highland coffee as of 1 June 2008, from USD 121 to USD 125 per 45.4 kg of coffee. 
For EZA, the updated FAIRTRADE coffee prices only served as guidelines in the past business year: 
actually, because of changes in the market situation, the prices that EZA paid were significantly 
higher (see also p. 15).

Third-party support for our partners
Whenever possible, EZA also aims to obtain financial support from third parties for programmes and 
projects with which our project partners approach us. In the reporting period, several World Shops 
provided funds for the expansion the production workshops of Silence, our partner in India. In ad-
dition also Salzburg’s Provincial Government, after an application for support filed by EZA’s share-
holder A3W, granted means for this purpose. The expansion made it possible for Silence to create 
workplaces for additional 20 staff, and the working conditions for the employees, most of whom 
have special needs, could be improved. The World Shops also supported an expansion programme 
for the textile section of our partner organisation Sasha.

02O uR  pA R T NERS

Bibi Oumme Sahida Sevathean, who 
works with EZA’s partner Craft Aid in 
Mauritius, is sewing clothes made of 
FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton, 
designed by Göttin des Glücks. Our 
partner organisation TARA in India 

supplies elaborate embroidery.
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The World Shops 
specialise in Fair 

Trade and combine an 
atmosphere of diversity 

with competence and 
accountability.

05

World Shops
The World Shops accounted for a turnover of EuR 5 million: they bought handicrafts for EUR 2.0 
million and coffee for EUR 1.1 million; the rest of sales results from other foodstuffs, especially 
chocolates. Compared to the previous year, sales rose by 4.1%; the World Shops thus continue to 
be EZA’s largest group of customers, with a share in overall sales of 38.4%. 

In the reporting period 91 World Shops and one World Cafe were run in Austria. However, two World 
Shops in shopping centres had to be closed again after a short time: obviously, it is difficult for this 
type of shop to survive in such an environment.
In the past business year EZA again provided assistance to the World Shops in a number of activities: 
after the focal country campaign on Bolivia that was run in autumn 2007, in spring 2008 organic 
Fair Trade cotton was chosen as the main theme. The cooperation with the Göttin des Glücks design 
label, after a promising pilot stage in three EZA World Shops, was expanded to include around 50 
specialised Fair Trade shops. In addition, two training events were organised when Abessa coffee 
and several high-quality vegetable oils were introduced (see Chapter 1 on activities).

The 2008 World Shop Day marked the start of a campaign that will be run over several years under 
the slogan Fair Trade for a Good Climate, to point to the need for more sustainable lifestyles and the 
link between climate protection and fair trade structures.
On the occasion of the 2008 UEFA European Championship EZA prepared a package of materials 
and included in its range of products both Fair Trade footballs and Anpfiff, a quinoa beer specifi-
cally brewed during the time of the football championship.
Early in summer, EZA started to organise intensive World Shop training events as a preparation for 
the new line of natural cosmetics to be introduced in autumn 2008.
 
Grocery retailers
In this distribution channel a strong increase in sales was registered also in the past business year: by 
18.8%, to EUR 3.4 million. The main product here was coffee (EUR 1.9 million). The growth was 
primarily brought about by new products offered and new customers won, but also a further inten-
sification of assistance on the spot by our field workers.
Meanwhile, the following retailers sell EZA products: Interspar, Eurospar, SPAR supermarkets, 
Spar Gourmet, Merkur, Billa, Adeg, dm drugstores, M-Preis, Kastner, Pfeiffer, Maximarkt, Winkler 
Markt, Sutterlüty, Unimarkt, Prokaufland, Tabor, Wellas Park, Wedl and OMV Viva Shops. The 
activities undertaken by the FAIRTRADE labelling organisation also helped further consolidate the 
philosophy of Fair Trade and thus win new customers.

Unsere KundenInnen
Das ist blindtext und sollte die Subline sein.03 OUR  cUSTO MERS
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Resellers
This group of customers primarily includes organic food shops and distributors that supply specia-
lised organic food shops with a number of products of different enterprises. For the customers 
of these shops is it of special importance to buy organic food that has been produced under fair 
conditions. EZA’s sales to resellers rose by 8.8%, to EUR 1.3 million, with the largest growth rates 
accounted for by chocolate.
The efforts taken by EZA to increase the sales to this group of customers in order to have a third 
strong pillar included point-of-sale displays designed especially for resellers, product information 
leaflets and training events.

EZA World Shops
EZA owns three World Shops: in Salzburg and in Vienna’s 1st and 8th districts. Competent shop 
assistants, good locations and attractive interiors are important factors that make these shops top 
sellers among Austria’s World Shops. The expansion of the range of products towards fair fashion, 
i.e., clothes made of FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton and high-quality alpaca knitwear, was 
continued in the reporting period, which further contributed to the attractiveness of the shops and 
also encouraged other World Shops to expand this sector. The EZA World Shops’ sales to private 
consumers amounted to almost EUR 1.2 million, with approximately 70% of turnover accounted 
for by handicrafts and clothing. 

Institutions
In addition to a large number of private organisations and public agencies that buy EZA products, e.g., 
educational organisations, hospitals and offices, a few large institutional customers play a signi-
ficant role in this group of customers: for instance, in the reporting period Missio, with its youth 
action, and the Dreikönigsaktion Christmas Carol Singers bought great numbers of products. 
In the context of the UEFA European Championship EZA cooperated with the Sei so frei initiative 
of the Catholic Men’s Movement of Upper Austria and Don Bosco, which resulted in a remarkable 
sales growth by 16.8% in this distribution channel.

Action Groups
It has become increasingly easy to buy our products because of the growing network of World Shops, 
and they have been available in more and more shops and particularly supermarkets, therefore 
the number of action groups where our products are sold by volunteers, mostly in the context of 
bazaars, has further declined. This explains the reduction in sales by 8.7%.
EZA, in cooperation with the Welthaus centres and Bio Austria, took a decisive step: the Biofair 
breakfast and snack model was expanded to cover the entire country and with the aim to trigger 
further activities to promote Fair Trade, especially with regard to awareness raising.

Final consumers
The sales increase by 9.7% accounted for by final customers, especially the population around our 
headquarters at Köstendorf, is another encouraging development. This also is the fruit of EZA’s 
participation in local initiatives such as the Organic Hay Region and EZA’s open house philoso-
phy: many people were able to get to know EZA in the context of excursions, for instance, organic 
farmers and hikers on the Via Nova pilgrimage route as well as many groups of students. We com-
municated information on Fair Trade, and the wide range of EZA’s product was another convincing 
argument.
 

03O uR  CuS T O MERS

An increasing number 
of retailers make room 
for EZA products. 
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Europe and the European Union
The greatest increase, i.e., by 25.5%, was accounted for by sales to our European Fair Trade partners: 
in the context of a purchasing cooperation, they buy handicrafts through EZA. Because of the small 
margins in this field, the resulting revenue is not high but collaborating across national borders is a 
sensible division of tasks and encourages us in our product line policy.

In the reporting period EZA continued to support the establishment of Fair Trade structures in coun-
tries where this approach is still new. In Slovenia, our partner Tre Muhe convinced the Mercator 
chain of supermarkets to include EZA products in the range of products, and subsequently a Fair 
Trade umbrella organisation was founded. In Slovakia, the contacts to the Ten Senses NGO (ma-
nagement of a Fair Trade shop and joint import of foodstuffs) were intensified, and the activities 
of its sister organisation Ten Senses of Bulgaria resulted in an inclusion of Fair Trade products in a 
Bulgarian chain of supermarkets. Our cooperation with NGOs in the Czech Republic also showed 
first results. The situation in Hungary was characterised by setbacks, however, and the World Shop 
had to close again. 

EZA’s turnover is accoun-

ted for by sales of products 

to the following groups of 

customers:

World Shops 38.4%

Sales by customer group:
0 1,000,000 2,000,000 3,000,000 4,000,000 5,000,000 6,000,000

TOTAL SALES

2006/07	 €	11,589,543.–

2007/08	 €	12,673,247.–   2006/07    2007/08

+4.1%

+18.8%

+8.8%

+2.6%

+16.8%

– 8.7%

+9.7%

+25.5%

EU + non-EU 5.1%

Final consumers 1.2%

Action Groups 2.3%

Institutions 7.8% 

Resellers 
&catering 9.7%

EZA World Shops 9.0% 

Grocery retailers 26.4%

World Shops

Grocery retailers

Resellers and catering

EZA World Shops

Institutions

Action Groups

Final consumers

EU + non-EU
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The redesign programme for our food packagings was completed, and now its result are visible in 
many sales points. The brand recognition of EZA products has thus been increased, and a high-le-
vel profile shows at first sight. 

In the reporting period, EZA faced a continuous rise in raw material prices, brought about by a boom, 
particularly in the USA, of organic products such as coffee and chocolate, as a consequence of 
which the purchasing price ceased to be linked to the world market price. After the previous rise 
in coffee premiums according to the FAIRTRADE system (as of 1 July 2007 the social premium has 
been increased from USD 10 to USD 15 and the organic premium from USD 15 to USD 20), on 1 
June 2008 also the guaranteed minimum price went up from USD 121 to USD 125 per 45.4 kg. This 
had no relevant consequences for EZA, however, as the prices we paid for our green coffee had been 
considerably above the minimum price already before. In addition, the first effects of the energy 
crisis were felt, and led to higher production costs along the entire chain. Therefore, after several 
years without price increases, EZA was forced to raise a number of retail prices, for instance, those 
of chocolate and coffee. Exploding market prices of rice in the last quarter of the past business year 
are a sign that we will eventually feel the consequences of the food crisis as well. 

However, it is an especially positive sign that in the reporting period a significant rise was registered 
also with regard to critical products: the share of organic products in food sales went up from 71% 
to 77% of the entire range of foodstuffs. 

coffee

Coffee is EZA’s most important product, with a share of 34% in total sales. The past business year 
again saw a rise by 11.4%. In sum, 534 tons of roasted coffee were sold, with organic coffee ac-
counting for 95%. Orgánico coffee from Mexico continued to be the top article in this field, for 
which the greatest growth was registered. In order to meet the demand for pre-portioned coffee, 
Orgánico pods were introduced, and since April, Ethiopia’s Abessa organic coffee speciality has 
been available. It is the first product in a line of specialities, which will be further expanded in 
the business year 2008/09.  

04 OUR  P RO DU c T S

To EZA, it is important to 
ensure that producers actually 
benefit from higher prices.
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05chocolate
The second-most important product group in the food sector, chocolate accounts for a share in total 
sales of 18%. New delicacies such as chocolate-coated wafers and new chocolate bars such as the 
Sonrisa line, as well as additional EZA products sold in supermarkets, resulted in an encouraging 
rise by 18.6%. Again, Missio, with its youth action, was one of our most important chocolate cu-
stomers.

Other foodstuffs
This group includes rice, spices, chutneys, muesli, quinoa, dried fruit, fruit gums, tea, honey, lemo-
nade, orange juice, wine, etc.
Numerous new products were introduced. The range of spices now includes Arabian za’tar, fine 
vanilla pods and an exotic garam masala blend. EZA also offers Thai organic coconut milk, a po-
pular ingredient in Asian dishes; as well as peanuts and cashew nuts as high-energy nibbles; and 
white Darjeeling tea and green tea from India as further additions to the group of teas. Eventually a 
culinary highlight was presented in the last quarter: a range of high-quality organic vegetable oils 
(in the reporting period: olive oil, sesame oil and argan oil). In sum, an increase in sales by 5% was 
registered.

handicrafts
EZA cooperates with 54 handicraft producing partner organisations in Latin America, Africa and Asia. 
The 5.5% increase in sales is especially important as Fair Trade often is the only opportunity for the 
producers to sell their products. The expansion of our textiles sector (alpaca and organic cotton) is 
another positive signal in this regard. EZA’s sales of handicrafts and textiles amounted to EUR 3.6 
million – distributed almost exclusively through the World Shops; and the attractive design and 
good quality of our articles have convinced a rising number of European Fair Trade partners who 
buy their products through EZA.

coffee 34.0%

chocolate 18.0%

handicrafts 27.9%

Other foodstuffs 20.1%
TOTAL SALES

2006/07	 €	11,589,543.–

2007/08	 €	12,673,247.–   2006/07    2007/08

Sales by group of products
0 1,000,000 2,000,000 3,000,000 4,000,000 5,000,000 6,000,000EZA’s turnover is accoun-

ted for by the following 

groups of products:
+11.4%

+18.6%

+5.0%

+5.5%

coffee

chocolate

Other foodstuffs

handicrafts
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Assets
Fixed assets were reduced by depreciation of EZA’s distribution centre, and current assets were incre-
ased primarily because of higher inventories, mostly accounted for by handicrafts that the Europe-
an Fair Trade importers purchased through EZA and which were goods in transit at the inventory 
date but did not result in physical increases of EZA’s inventories. In sum, assets were 4.5% above 
those of the previous year.  

Liabilities
The net income of EuR 65 021 in the business year 2007/08 led to an increase in cumulative income 
to EUR 1 037 283. Due to banks rose, on the one hand because of the latest annex building to the dis-
tribution centre, and on the other hand, more bank loans were needed as the payments to lenders in 
the context of the small loan initiative for the first time exceeded new deposits.

Income statement
Sales revenues rose by 9.4%, to EuR 12 673 247. Other operating income was significantly lower 
than in the previous year, in which EZA’s regional centre in Vienna was sold. The rise in personnel 
expenses, by 7.3%, was smaller than the increase in sales, which improved the sales revenues-to-
personnel ratio to 17.6%. The annex building to the distribution centre also reduced rental costs be-
cause a smaller amount of goods had to be stored in external areas. Selling expenses went up mainly 
because of various activities and marketing events in the context of the introduction of many new 
products (Abessa coffee, vegetable oils, expansion of the organic cotton and textile product range, 
etc.) as well as additional sales displays in grocery retail shops. The above-average rise in admini-
stration costs is primarily due to loss of receivables following the closing of two large World Shops, 
and in addition, the FAIRTRADE licensing fees went up considerably, parallel to the rise in sales 
revenues. Because of the loan for the annex building, interest was higher than in the previous year.   

In the reporting period, EZA employed 61 people (at headquarters and in EZA’s three World Shops): 
41 women and 20 men. In terms of FTEs, this corresponds to an annual average of 49.4 fulltime 
employees. 

05 A NNUA L  STAT EMEN T

EZA’s previous business 

year covered the period 

from 1 July 2007 to 30 

June 2008.

Mati Sao of the Hmong ethnic 

group draws from her own 

tradition of textile culture to 

gain inspiration for her refined 

embroidery. This is the source 

for the creation of very special 

Vietnamese handicrafts.
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06Figures refer to euros 06/07 07/08 Comparison

Intangible assets 5 617 8.382 49.2%

Tangible assets 3 229 863 2.975.577 -7.9%

Financial assets 36 575 36 575 0.0%

FIXED ASSETS 3 272 055 3 020 534 -7.7%

Inventories 4 328 638 4 899 600 13.2%

Accounts receivable and other assets 1 243 591 1 163 396 -6.4%

cash on hand & cash in banks 67 647 232 861 244.2%

cURRENT ASSETS 5 639 876 6 295 857 11.6%

Prepayments and accrued income 74 955 70 528 -5.9%

ASSETS 8 986 886 9 386 919 4.5%

Share capital 378 000 378 000 0.0%

Revenue reserve 123 628 123 628 0.0%

cumulative net income/loss 972 262 1 037 283 6.7%

cAPITAL STOcK 1 473 890 1 538 911 4.4%

AccRUED LIAbILITIES 472 940 523 167 10.6%

Due to banks 3 237 752 3 679 045 13.6%

Due to small lenders 2 256 106 2 144 387 -5.0%

Other liabilities 1 527 972 1 491 934 -2.4%

LIAbILITIES 7 021 830 7 315 366 4.2%

Deferred income 18 226 9 475 -48.0%

LIABILITIES 8 986 886 9 386 919 4.5%

Figures refer to euros 06 / 07 07/ 08 Comparison

Sales revenues 11 589 543 12 673 247 9.4%

Other operating income 282 917 54 444 -80.8%

cost of sales 6 864 412 7 498 617 9.2%

INCOME 5 008 048 5 229 074 4.4%

Personnel expenses 2 073 538 2 225 153 7.3%

Rental 189 693 170 137 -10.3%

Selling expenses 1 236 589 1 379 784 11.6%

Administrative expenses 733 917 837 147 14.1%

Depreciation 290 223 303 891 4.7%

Interests 183 789 223 066 21.4%

corporate income tax 72 365 24 875 -65.6%

EXpENSES 4 780 114 5 164 053 8.0%

NET INCOME/LOSS 227 934 65 021 -71.5%

INcOME STATEMENT

EZA is Austria’s largest Fair Trade 
importer and offers the widest 
range of goods produced under 
fair conditions. 
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06 FA IR  NE T WO RKS

In the reporting period EZA joined the Austrian Global Responsibility Association, an umbrella organi-
sation that formed when AGEZ and EU Platform united. It represents the interests of Austrian NGOs 
that work in the fields of development cooperation, development policy activities in Austria, huma-
nitarian aid as well as sustainable global, economic, social and ecological development.

In the past business year the Austrian World Shop Association, the umbrella organisation of Austria’s 
World Shops, received 1.5% of the World Shops’ annual sales revenues earned through sales of EZA 
products, in order to consolidate the World Shop system. In the context of the Fair Trade Academy 
EZA communicated knowhow in the fields of EFTA monitoring, value added by Fair Trade, selec-
tion and assistance of as well as current cooperation with EZA’s partner organisations. 

At the Bio and Fair Weeks in Salzburg, EZA cooperated with Südwind Salzburg and Bio-Austria Salz-
burg to provide information on Fair Trade to multipliers. 
EZA also collaborated with Bio-Austria Salzburg, Welthaus Salzburg and EZA’s shareholder A3W to 
organise a seminar addressing multipliers in the context of the Biofair breakfast and snack model, 
which focused on the themes of organic farming and Fair Trade.

EZA also participates in Austria’s Fair Trade Forum of actors who are especially committed to the idea 
of Fair Trade. As a licensee of the FAIRTRADE label, in the reporting period EZA was able to further 
increase the range of products that have been awarded the label. EZA is a member of the Climate 
Alliance and thus obliged to take active steps to protect the climate, which, for instance, is reflected 
in a continuous expansion of the share of organic products in the foodstuffs offered and also in 
the company canteen, an environmentally sound heating system for EZA’s low-energy headquarters 
building, use of eco electricity and transition to climate-neutral printing of information materials as 
well as transport of goods by railway wherever possible.

At the European level, EZA is a member of EFTA, the European Fair Trade Association of 11 alternative 
trading organisation in nine European countries. EZA took part in a total of eight meetings at Euro-
pean level and hosted the meeting of the EFTA monitoring group (see page 7). Via its membership, 
EZA provides funds for the advocacy post at Brussels of the four large Fair Trade networks (EFTA, 
IFAT, NEWS!, FLO) in order to promote Fair Trade issues also at the level of the European Union. 
At international level, EZA is a founding member of the IFAT International Fair Trade Association, 
which today has 350 members all over the world, with 102 of them seated in Europe. 56 of these 
organisations joined IFAT Europe, which was officially established in February 2007. EZA is a co-
founder of IFAT Europe and since then has represented the Austrian IFAT members (the World Shop 
Association, Eine Welt Handel and EZA) at the Board of IFAT Europe and contributed to get the new 
organisation underway. 

Alliances with partners and 

cooperation make us stronger. 

They are forums of exchange 

as well as critical reflection on 

and further advancement of 

our activities. And they provide 

opportunities to get active 

beyond one’s immediate sphere 

of work. 

www.bio-austria.at

www.eftafairtrade.org

www.fairtrade.at

www.fairtradeforum.at

www.globaleverantwortung.at

www.ifat.org

www.klimabuendnis.at

www.suedwindsalzburg.at

www.suedwind-agentur.at

www.weltlaeden.at

www.welthaus.at
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So what can I do?
I can open my eyes and my ears 
and my heart, feel responsible,
show solidarity, ask questions and stop taking things 
for granted. I can speak up and act – democratically, 
also, and especially, in the world of business.

Christian Felber in: Neue Werte für die Wirtschaft
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